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School makes 868 sandwiches for charity; could
be a world record

Students from San Diego Jewish Academy race to assemble as many sandwiches as possible in three minutes to beat the previous
Guinness World Record of 489. The students assembled 860 sandwiches, which consisted of two slices of bread, mustard, tomato, two
slices of cheese and lettuce. Photo by: Nelvin C. Cepeda/San Diego Union-Tribune/TNS

How many sandwiches could you make in three minutes? How many do you think your whole

school could make? Students in California may have set the new record. They made as many

sandwiches as they could in three minutes. The number to beat was 490 sandwiches. The students

made 868! 

They did more than break a record, though. They also helped their community. The sandwiches

were given to people in need. 

The students go to San Diego Jewish Academy. It is a K-12 school. It is located in San Diego,

California. 

Chaim Heller is the school's leader. He said he wants his students to change the world. It is not

enough to talk about making the world better, he said. Students must get involved. "You have to

use your hands and feet," he said.
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Their Eyes Were On A Record

The school planned the sandwich event. First, school parents talked to the Guinness Book of

World Records. This group tracks world records. They will say when a record has been set or

broken.

Guinness gave the school some rules. The school had to take video of their work. Also, someone

had to check each sandwich. If a sandwich was not finished, it would not count.

April 1 was the big day. The event took place in the school gym. More than 50 tables were set up.

They were stacked with bread, cheese, tomato and lettuce. 

A timer was set for three minutes. When the countdown started, everyone got moving. Cheese and

bread were flying across the tables! The younger students made one sandwich each. The older

students made two. 

With five seconds left, students started counting down. When they go to "zero," everyone cheered.

There were high-fives all around. 

Checking Them Off

Adults checked all 868 sandwiches. They put them into containers. Then they delivered them to a

charity group. It is called the Alpha Project. 

The Alpha Project helps people who are homeless. They run a shelter for people without homes.

Some sandwiches went there. The rest went to Alpha Square. The Alpha Project runs this

apartment building. It for people who do not make much money. 

Back at school, students learned about the Alpha Project. They learned other things they can do to

help those in need.

The school sent the video of the sandwich event to Guinness. Now, students must wait. Officials

will watch the video. They will say if the students have set a new record.
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Quiz

1 To whom in the article did the sandwiches go?

(A) San Diego Jewish Academy

(B) Chaim Heller

(C) the Alpha Project

(D) the "Guinness Book of World Records"

2 What is a reason WHY the school made a video of their sandwich event?

(A) because people in the Alpha Project wanted to see it

(B) because it is one of the rules that Guinness gave the school

(C) because they always make one when they have big events

(D) because Chaim Heller told them they had to do it

3 What is the article MAINLY about?

(A) the rules students need to follow to make a good sandwich

(B) the rules schools need to follow to beat a world record

(C) what the "Guinness Book of World Records" is in charge of

(D) how students broke a record while helping their community

4 What is the section "Their Eyes Were On A Record" MAINLY about?

(A) what the sandwich event was like

(B) what the old sandwich record was

(C) who tracks all of the world records

(D) who the sandwiches were made for


